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No. 1 Supreme Warrior Chapter 3861-If he faced a warrior that was at the 
peak, he would not even be able to run away. 

Jack’s abilities were already far above what most people there could even 
imagine. However, they quickly broke out of their thoughts as Jack arrived at 
the third room. 

The third room was twice as difficult as the fourth to seventh rooms. 

The silver-armored fighters had already appeared in the rooms before that. Of 
course, those silver- armored fighters were nothing to Jack. However, to any 
other challengers, it would be a whole different level. In front of the third room, 
Jack did not hesitate as he walked right in confidently. 

The room was the same as before, shrouded by a thick black mist. 

After Jack entered the room, the door was completely sealed, and the black 
mist started to disperse. However, it dispersed rather slowly this time, and the 
others could vaguely make out two figures. 

Quite a few people widened their eyes at the sight. In their minds, they had 
expected the third room to have over a dozen fighters. They wondered if it 
would be seven silver-armored fighters and eight steel-armored fighters, or 
just all silver-armored fighters. Yet, there were only two figures. 

Someone shuddered, “There are only two figures. I suddenly feel like I know 
what’s going to happen, but I don’t know if it’s accurate.” 

The moment he said that, the two figures could be seen more clearly. Even if 
it was not very apparent, they could still make out the color. The one on the 
left had golden armor around its body. 

The one on the right was in silver. After they saw that, the crowd could be 
heard gasping. 

Quite a few people did not know what to say at that moment. 

The bearded man from before had silenced after he had been slapped in the 
face by Jack’s skills. 



Even Looney and the others, who held a grudge against the bearded man, 
were still deep in shock thanks to Fa ne. They had forgotten about the 
bearded man for the moment. On top of that, the bearded man had completely 
stopped talking, quietly standing by the side, so everyone ignored him. 

Yet, when he saw those figures, he could no longer hold back, “A golden-
armored fighter! A golden- armored fighter appeared in just the third room! My 
god! It really is the gold difficulty!” 

“Lane won’t have an easytime now. This is just the third room, and it’s already 
so difficult. How difficult will the first room be? I can assure all of you that Lane 
will definitely not be able to challenge the first room successfully unless he 
has some amazing skill!” 

The bearded man did not really care when he spoke, and he was even raising 
his voice when he did. 

Quite a few people could hear him clearly, and everyone turned around in 
exasperation. They saw that the bearded man was thumping his chest while 
looking at everyone else as if he was swearing. 

A few people rolled their eyes at the bearded man. 

The man seemed to be excessive in everything he did. Even Nalym had no 
longer dared to say anything, but the bearded man was still speaking up a 
storm. He even looked like he had already seen the results. 

The bearded man’s discussions gained Looney’s attention. 

Looney had forgotten about the bearded man before, but since the bearded 
man had attracted his attention, there was no way he would let the bearded 
man go. 
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No. 1 Supreme Warrior Chapter 3862-Looney sneered and said, “You’re 
starting again? Didn’t you say that Lane is just suicidal before this? Even after 
he managed to get past the seventh room, you still said that he would have a 
very difficult time after that. When has he had a difficult time at all?” 



“You refused to admit it when I said you were just spouting crap before it. It’s 
not like you knew how difficult the later stages would be, but you still dared to 
assure everyone. You act like you designed the Killing Hall.” 

Looney’s words of mockery were completely straight to the point. 

The bearded man had acted so full of himself before this which caused quite a 
bit of disgust from everyone else. After all, he was clearly not the smartest 
person around. Yet, he spoke with such a firm tone every time and did not 
allow anyone to doubt his judgments. 

The bearded man’s mouth stiffened as he glared right at Looney, “Of course, 
I’m not the designer of the Killing Hall. If I was so amazing, I’d have killed you 
first!” 

Those words had thoroughly angered Looney. Even the bearded man’s fellow 
disciple paled at them. 

The moment the bearded man said all of that, he was practically making a 
mortal enemy out of Looney. Even if the bearded man tried to apologize after 
this, Looney would never let him off. 

The bearded man’s fellow disciple was so anxious that he stamped his feet. 
Their clan was not particularly strong, and the bearded man was not either. 

There was no way he was a match for Looney, and he did not even have the 
background to stand up against Looney. 

The bearded man was only so arrogant because of his temper. This guy was 
just burying himself alive at this point. 

Yet, the bearded man did not seem to care. Rather, he did not seem to 
consider any of that at all. He just acted however he pleased. 

Looney narrowed his eyes, and there was a murderous glint in them. 

“Alright! I just wanted to teach you a lesson before this, but you’re just getting 
worse. Since you don’t want to accept our kindness, then I’ll just be insulting 
my own honor if I let you off easily!” 

Looney had really been pushed into a corner by the bearded man. 



The bearded man raised an eyebrow. No matter how dull he was, he still 
realized he had completely angered Looney. 

However, he did not care about it, “What? Are you going to kill me then? 
Come at me!” 

Of course, it was a restricted area, so Looney would not attack there. 
However, it did not mean that there would not be any chances in the future. 

The bearded man looked like a simple-minded person. It would be easy to 
deal with him in the future. 

Looney scoffed and turned away, no longer bothering to say anything. 

The bearded man clenched his teeth, still thinking about the problem from 
before, “It’s not like I’m wrong! Are you not happy that someone else has an 
accurate judgment? The third room’s difficulty is already through the roof, let 
alone the first! The golden-armored fighters are more than a little stronger 
than the silver-armored fighters!” 

Looney scoffed, not bothering to debate with the bearded man at all. 

Reality would quickly prove everything. 

Jack did not show that much emotion even facing the golden-armored fighter. 
After all, he had already expected the golden-armored fighter to appear in the 
current room or the next, and surely enough, it did. 

He took a deep breath, planning on trying something different this time. 
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No. 1 Supreme Warrior Chapter 3863-Destroying the Void was not weak, but 
Jack wanted to end things fast, so he chose to use Broken Soul Blade! As 
Jack started to form seals, a red broken blade appeared in front of him, 
floating in the air. The broken blade was shrouded in black mist, looking 
strange and mysterious. 

Everyone widened their eyes at the sight. 



Normally, warriors would only use one kind of technique. Even if they have 
learned a different one, it would be a speed time technique. They would only 
use one attacking technique. 

That was due to everyone’s time and focus being limited. 

Learning a technique would use a large amount of time. Even those at the 
very top would have to be incredibly careful if they were to utilize two 
techniques. That was because two techniques could very well result in a 
warrior not being very good at either, causing a drastic decrease in power. 

That was something that could be fatal. 

Yet, Jack actually had more than one technique despite his overwhelming 
skill. Furthermore, he was using the other technique against the golden-
armored fighter. It meant that the other technique was even stronger than his 
earlier one! 

It caused quite a bit of a reaction. 

Most of them could not even master one technique. Jack on the other hand 
had not only learned two techniques, but both of them were also immensely 
strong. That was just absurd. It really was incredibly frustrating to them. 

Compared to a genius at the peak like that, they felt like they should just die. 
The moment Jack started his attack, the fighters moved as well. 

Two fighters started to charge at Jack. 

The golden-armored fighter was twice as fast as the silver-armored one. In 
just a few seconds, the golden armored fighter was already right in front of 
Jack. 

Facing that murderous intent, Jack did not even blink an eye. He pushed 
forward, and the Broken Soul Blade shot forward at the golden-armored 
fighter like an arrow. 

The golden sword clashed violently against the Broken Soul Blade! 

There was a loud sound, and the surrounding space was shaking! Right after 
that, they started to hear cracks. 



Before anyone could react, the golden sword in the fighter’s hand had 
snapped thanks to the Broken Soul Blade. That sight left most of the warriors 
there with widened mouths. They even forgot to breathe! 

That was just too crazy. He had broken the golden-armored fighter’s weapon 
in one strike! They still remembered how much Looney and the others 
struggled to defeat the golden-armored fighter. Yet, the fighter that had forced 
everyone else to the brink was nothing to Jack! 

At that moment, Looney stared right at the scroll. Zelter and the others had 
not left as well. 

The earlier battle was still fresh in their minds. Only by experiencing it would 
one know how hard the golden-armored fighter was to deal with. 

At that moment, the three of them were putting their lives on the line for fifteen 
pieces of purple gold! Looney had used up all his true energy before he 
managed to defeat the fighter! After he had completed the challenge, Looney 
only felt one thing, which was gratitude. 

He was grateful that his strongest attack had barely been able to defeat the 
golden-armored fighter. If it had been just a bit stronger, then he would have 
died. Yet, looking at how Jack dealt with the golden-armored fighter, he felt 
like those thoughts were a joke. 

Whether it was the steel, silver, or golden-armored fighters, all of them 
seemed as fragile as paper in front of Jack. It was as if they were no threat at 
all. 

Just as Looney was thinking about it, there was another crack from the scroll. 
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No. 1 Supreme Warrior Chapter 3864-Looney hurriedly cast aside his 
thoughts as he turned to look over. 

He saw that the golden-armored fighter had completely frozen, and the gray 
sword had pierced into its chest. 

Countless spots of light were coming out of its wound, quickly enveloping the 
golden-armored fighter’s whole body. In the next second, the golden-armored 
fighter dispersed into countless spots of light. 



At that moment, the silver-armored fighter was already in front of Jack. 

Jack pierced forward, and the plain and unassuming blade contained 
incredibly strong amounts of soul attribute. The Broken Soul Blade had 
completely fused with the gray sword. 

The silver-armored fig hter’s silver sword clashed with the gray sword in his 
hand, causing cracks to be heard. No matter how sharp the blade was, it 
failed to stand up to Jack’s soul energy. 

Normally, if the two forces were equally strong, the blade would naturally be 
sharper than the soul, and its attacking capabilities would naturally be better. 
Yet, it was a completely different situation. Jack’s technique was already at 
the storm god rank. 

The sword aura coming from the silver-armored fighter was completely 
outclassed by Jack’s soul energy. It was not even worth discussing. The 
silver-armored fighter’s loss was assured. 

Jack stabbed forward again, piercing through the silver-armored fighter’s 
chest. 

Just like the golden-armored fighter, the silver-armored fighter was like a 
deflated balloon. However, it was not air coming out from its chest, but spots 
of light. All of that had happened in just a flash. The golden-armored fighter’s 
spots of light had not even been fully absorbed yet. 

The silver-armored fighter turned into light as well. Countless spots of light 
condensed together, and were absorbed in a matter of seconds. The tightly 
sealed door rumbled again, and the corridor appeared behind Jack. 

Jack was the same as usual, not showing too much emotion as he slowly left 
the third room. The golden-armored fighter’s overall skill was at the level of a 
warrior that was quite high up amongst those that were above average. Jack 
had killed so many of them in Chaos City like they were nothing to Jack. 

The golden-armored fighters that all the spectators were so afraid of and 
amazed by were not even an obstacle to Jack. 

At that moment, there was not much discussion amongst the spectators. It 
was a complete contrast to how things had been before. 



Mainly, everyone was just too shocked to now what to say. 

No one dared to say anything about Jack at that moment. Even the beard ed 
man was completely mute at that moment, not daring to say a single thing. 

The bearded man was even looking at Jack with a completely different gaze. 

At that moment, he really did not know what to say. The earlier judgment he 
had made had just been completely shattered by Jack in just a moment. He 
had turned into a joke. 

He had thought that the golden-armored fighter would be difficult for Jack, but 
the golden-armored fighter did not seem to be different from the steel and 
silver-armored ones to Jack. 

The bearded man was completely stumped at that moment. 

After stepping into the second room, Jack could vaguely make out two figures. 

There were the same amount of figures in the second and third rooms. It was 
far less than the rooms before. The rooms before had at least four opponents, 
and they would even work together. 

The black mist dispersed, and two golden-armored fighters looked at Jack 
coldly. Jack raised an eyebrow, remaining calm. This was no surprise to him 
at all. 

Before they saw Jack’s skills, the challengers would have thought that anyone 
who faced two golden- armored fighters would definitely die. There was no 
other possibility. 
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However, no one thought that Jack would fail this time. 

They thought that Jack would quickly complete it just like before. Even two 
golden-armored fighters would not be that challenging to him. 

Sure enough, Jack took less than ten seconds before he completely defeated 
the two fighters. Then, Jack walked to the corridor again. 



Everyone was slowly recovering from their silence and discussions started 
again. 

A skinny man said with a frown, “He’s reaching the last one. It really is a 
miracle. We thought that Lane would die in the seventh room, but he’s been 
able to reach this far without taking that much time. All six of the earlier rooms 
had been completed by Jack in just a few seconds. Adding to the time he 
stopped at the corridors, Jack had spent just a little over five minutes.” 

That time was not even enough for the other challengers to compose 
themselves. 

Just thinking about that, quite a few people had some complicated emotions. 
They noticed that they were not only far weaker than Jack, but even their 
mentality was also weaker than his. 

At that moment, Jack was already standing in front of the final door. 

The inside was still as dark as ever, and no one could see what was inside. 
This time, Jack did not walk in just like before. Instead, he stopped in the 
corridor. 

Looking at that, quite a few people breathed sighs of relief. 

In truth, they did not know why they did that. It was as if they felt much more 
relaxed because Jack did something they thought was normal. 

After seeing that, the skinny man seemed to think of something. 

He said, “There’s no way we’ve never heard about someone as strong as 
Lane. The Whirling World is not somewhere you can hide that easily…” 

“You have to display your skills to get resources. Even those who stand at the 
top won’t try to avoid challenges just to hide themselves. As long as they 
participate in the challenges within the cities, they’ll leave an impression on 
the warriors there. Someone as strong as this should already be familiar with 
everyone!” 

After he said that, the skinny man stood up and said to all the warriors there, 
“Does no one here know Lane at all? There’s no way he’s kept quiet the 
whole time!” 



Warriors who stood at the peak did not just fall from the sky. 

Other than Lane, everyone else already knew of the others at that level. The 
only explanation was that Lane was a strange person who had kept himself 
hidden the whole time. 

Yet, anyone who did that must have a problem with their heads. After all, 
everyone entered the Whirling World to go through challenges and win 
resources. They wanted to improve themselves. It was too big of a loss to 
forgo so many challenges just to surprise everyone. 

There was no way someone sane would do anything so absurd. 

Based on what Lane had shown all of them, Lane did not seem to have any 
problems with his head. Before this, so many people thought that Lane acted 
crazily because they did not understand him. They had tried to evaluate him 
through their lens. 

After his question, everyone was deep in discussion again. 

Everyone started to try to find out if anyone had heard of the name, ‘Lane’, 
and if anyone had seen him before. 
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No. 1 Supreme Warrior Chapter 3866-There were obviously people that knew 
who that man was, and even knew that his name was Jack Woods, not Lane 
Woole. Of course, Lourain and Marth would never reveal that information. 

Everyone asked all around, and no one managed to get any useful 
information. The more they asked, the more confused they got. It was as if 
Lane had really just fallen out of the sky. 

In the end, that skinny man seemed to come to a conclusion as he frowned 
and said, “It looks like Lane Woole must not be his real name, even his face 
might be a disguise…” 

Lourain’s expression stiffened when he heard that. He turned to look at Marth. 

Marth took a deep breath, but his eyes twitched a bit. 



That skinny man had hit it right on the nail. It looked like the skinny man was 
no idiot. However, after he made that conclusion, he did not shut up. 

Instead, he frowned and said, “It’s just so strange. Even if he changed his 
name and looks, there’s no way he can hide everything so well. After all, 
there’s no way someone can change their techniques. However, I have no 
impression ofthe techniques he’s using at all. Does anyone recognize them?” 

The moment that was said, everyone started to discuss the matter again. 

Lourain’s eyes twitched. The skinny man might not look that impressive, but 
everything he said seemed to hit all the important points. 

At that moment, Lourain was even worried that Jack’s real identity would be 
exposed. It seemed like it would not take that long for that to happen. Marth 
was worried as well. 

Even though they did not know who the skinny man was and why he wanted 
to expose Jack so much, neither of them wanted Jack’s identity to be 
revealed. 

Just as the two of them were feeling worried, that skinny martial artist 
suddenly left his seat. 

Marth and Lourain exchanged a look, and their hearts skipped a beat. 

They saw the skinny man heading toward them, gradually getting closer. The 
two of them immediately sensed something wrong with the situation and were 
just about to switch their seats when that person spoke up. 

“Please, don’t leave! I’m Lionel Simmons from the Thousand Origins 
Confinent!” 

Lourain’s lips stiffened. He was forced to stand there, but some frustration 
crept up in his heart. 

That Lionel’s mind worked so quickly. He thought about that almost 
immediately. 

The two of them had clearly not attracted any attention when they came in 
with Jack. Furthermore, they had not helped at all when he had a conflict with 
Nalym. 



Normally, no one would think that Jack was connected to the two of them. 
However, this was not a normal situation. Lionel’s mind was incredibly sharp. 

Lionel had a warm smile on his face. It was obvious that he was trying to be 
friendly with the two of them. However, Lourain and Marth had complicated 
feelings at that moment. 

Even if Lionel’s smile was incredibly wide, they would not feel like he was 
friendly at all. Instead, they would feel that Lionel was just there to cause them 
trouble. 

Lionel greeted Lourain and Marth and had been about to say something when 
Lourain frowned and said, “The Thousand Origins Continent’s overall power is 
at the level of Star Continent. Both your worlds are considered to be at the top 
of second-grade worlds. We come from nowhere significantly. Do you need 
something?” 

When Lourain said that, his tone was not very friendly, and even felt a bit 
thorny. 

If it was Marth, he would not have spoken so emotionally. 

That was the difference in their personalities. Lionel would definitely not have 
spared anyone else who spoke in that tone so easily. 

However, those two were followers of Lane. They could not be 
underestimated. Even if they did not look that strong, it was still just looks. 

Lane looked like a completely crazy person, but he slapped the faces of all the 
warriors there in the end. 
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No. 1 Supreme Warrior Chapter 3867-Lionel smiled as he acted like he did 
not mind, “I guess the two of you are Lane’s fellow disciples?” 

The moment that was said, the crowd immediately looked over. 

When they saw what the two of them looked like, everyone immediately 
widened their eyes. Were the two of them, not the ones who had just bet 
thirty-one pieces of purple gold on Lane just now? 



At the time, everyone had thought that the two of them were crazy and 
wondered how they had produced so much purple gold. However, none of 
them could reach a conclusion after all the discussions. Right before the battle 
in the isolated space started, they had forgotten about the matter. 

Yet, looking back, it seemed like something was wrong with the situation. The 
two of them looked incredibly ordinary, and one of them had regular clothes 
without any special marks from a second- grade world. 

If he was not deliberately hiding himself, then he would be from a third-grade 
world. 

The two of them did not seem like anyone, particularly rich. Even if they were, 
no one would ever bet so many pieces of purple gold on Lane for no reason. 

After all, not a single person had thought anything of Lane initially. Unless the 
two of them already knew of Lane’s skills and trusted that Lane would be able 
to get through the gold difficulty, they would not have bet so much gold! 

After figuring that out, everyone widened their eyes. 

Quite a few of them looked at Lionel with an impressed air. That person must 
have thought of that, which was why Lionel stopped the two of them. 

Lourain’s lips twitched. He really wanted to start cursing at someone. 

The two of them were definitely not Jack’s fellow disciples. 

If they really were, or if they were closer to him, Jack would protect them if 
anything happened. Then, they would not mind giving out their identities. Yet, 
the two of them were not really that friendly with Jack. 

Lourain in particular had offended Jack so much at the start. If they were not 
in a restricted area, he might already have lost his life. 

If they admitted to who they were, and Jack’s name was exposed, then they 
would end up being enemies of Star con ent too. 

Jack had killed two high-ranking members of Star Continent in one go and 
had completely offended them. Yet, the warriors of Star Continent would not 
dare to take revenge on Jack too easily. However, the two of them were 
different. 



The two of them were just regular warriors in the end. If Star Continent just 
tried anything against them, the two of them would not be able to handle it. 

In such a situation, there was no way they would dare to reveal themselves. 
Yet, Lionel was exposing them in front of everyone. 

Lourain and Marth really hated Lionel at that moment. 

Lionel was someone incredibly quick-witted. He was constantly praised by his 
superiors from his clan. 

At that moment, Lionel only had one intention, which was to become friendlier 
with Lane. 

If he approached Lane in private, Lane would probably not bother with him. 
After all, those who stood at the top would constantly attract attention. 

Everyone wanted to get closer to them. Even if he had a decent standing and 
skill, he was not all that excellent in the end. If he wanted to get closer to 
Lane, he would have to use other means. 
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No. 1 Supreme Warrior Chapter 3868-Earlier, he had figured things out very 
quickly and decided on his next course of action. 

First of all, with his standing and skills, he was just able to stand out amongst 
regular warriors. He was nothing in front of Lane. 

The only thing he had which could give him an advantage was his mind. 

To get someone’s attention, he first needed to prove himself and show that it 
would be beneficial to have him around. In terms of power, he would not be 
able to help Lane at all, so he decided to show that he could use his sharp 
mind to help Lane. 

He might even be able to help Lane solve some difficult questions, becoming 
Lane’s strategist. Lionel felt like it was a very good idea, and there did not 
seem to be anything wrong with the plan. 

As long as Lane’s fellow disciples could tell Lane about the situation, and 
even praise him a bit, then Lane would definitely view him differently since 



there were so many witnesses around as well. Lane might even accept him as 
a follower. 

Lionel was from the Thousand Origins Continent and looked down on most 
people. He even felt like those who stood at the top were beneath him if they 
were not the absolute best. After all, warriors at that level would constantly 
face challenges. 

The Whirling World was a place where opportunity always comes with risks. If 
he worked alone or with his fellow disciples, they would be able to get a lot of 
resources, but those resources would still be lacking. 

Lionel had a very grand goal. Before he came to the Whirling World, he had 
decided that he would become the strongest of the chosen disciples in his 
clan, and even become the heir. 

He wanted to become the number one ruler of the Thousand Origins 
Continent in a few hundred, or a few thousand years. Yet, his talents were 
limited. Compared to those at the top, he was still lacking. 

He could not truly stand at the top by himself, but he refused to give up on his 
dreams as well. So thinking about it, he decided to choose this path. 

He wanted to become a loyal follower of one of the top warriors, growing with 
them. The challenges that warriors at that level faced were naturally even 
greater. 

Going with them would put him in a lot of danger, but he could gain even more 
resources. Even if he did not get the best of them, he would at least be able to 
pick up some scraps. 

Those scraps were not something the average warrior could obtain. On top of 
that, he had observed Lane’s demeanor earlier. 

From Lane’s actions, he could tell that Lane was not someone with a reckless 
temper who threw their power along. 

If he was with someone like that, then he just needed to make sure to show 
his worth. Then, Lane would definitely treat him well. Lourain looked at Lionel 
with some frustration. Lourain was a very straight man, and he could not tell 
what Lionel wanted at all. 



He just felt like Lionel was incredibly annoying. Lourain had been trying to stay 
out of sight, but Lionel insisted on throwing them into the limelight. If he did 
not have his reservations, he would have started cursing at Lionel. 

Marth was in the same situation. He thought Lionel was being an annoyance. 
If they had kept quiet and not made too much of a scene, they would never 
have garnered any attention. 

Yet, it was different at that moment. This time, everyone realized that their 
relationship with Jack was no ordinary one. Even though Marth really wanted 
to follow Jack, he had not managed to win any favor with Jack. 

If anything happened, he did not know if Jack would protect him. 
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No. 1 Supreme Warrior Chapter 3869-Lourain’s lips twitched, “So why are you 
saying so much for? What do the two of us have to do with you? Why do we 
need to talk to you?!” 

Lourain felt so angry that his body was churning. 

Lionel’s expression stiffened. It was obvious he never expected Lane’s two 
fellow disciples to react like this. 

Why did they seem so opposed to him trying to join them? 

Could it be because his appearance would threaten their position? 

Lionel thought about it and felt certain about his guess. The two of them must 
definitely be afraid that he would steal their thunder. That was why they 
seemed so hostile. 

Thinking about that, Lionel scoffed. There was a glint of disdain in his eyes. 
He wondered what Lane was thinking to have two such problematic people as 
his followers. 

Anyone with half a brain would not act so frustrated and jealous in public. 
Even if they wanted to go against anyone else, they still needed to show that 
they were magnanimous while in public. 



The two of them practically had their emotions written on their faces. It was 
easy to deal with people like that. 

Lionel took a deep breath. 

A big smile was on his face as he said, “Lane definitely needs someone good 
at strategy by his side. I just want you two to recommend me to him. I’ll 
definitely make Lane’s life a lot easier in the future.” 

Everyone else had looks of realization on their faces when they heard all of 
that. It was no wonder that guy was so insistent on finding out who Lane was, 
but still stopped at the right time. 

He had quickly determined who Lane’s followers were and speculated on 
Lane’s identity. If he were then asked to be one of Lane’s followers, he would 
definitely gain Lane’s attention. 

Intelligent people were always useful. 

Earlier, Lionel’s words had not been particularly exaggerated. 

If he could be Lane’s strategist, he would be able to provide a lot of thought. 
He could even help Lane solve some difficult problems. 

Even though strength was everything in the world, those who were smart were 
able to gain an advantage anywhere. 

The spectators could easily tell that Lionel was trying to cozy up to Lane. 

Lourain’s mouth stiffened at those words, not knowing what to say. Even 
though he was very annoyed at Lionel at that moment, he had to admit that 
Lionel was quick-witted. 

He had managed to figure a lot of things out in a very short time, managing to 
find the two of them through the crowd. It would definitely be a wise choice to 
recommend him to Jack. 

Jack might even praise them for it, but Lourain just felt incredibly annoyed at 
the thought of having to do it! Lionel had completely sabotaged the two of 
them. 

Recommending Lionel to Jack would be like giving candy to someone who 
had just slapped him in the face. 



At that moment, Marth suddenly said in a low voice, “Have you forgotten 
Jack’s personality? Jack’s a lone wolf. Just from his temperament alone, it’s 
easy to see that Jack doesn’t like others making his decisions…” 

“Jack doesn’t need a strategist at all. Most importantly, Jack’s full of secrets. 
The less others know about his secrets, the better. If this person’s next to 
Jack, then he probably won’t take too long to figure out Jack’s secrets. Then, 
it’ll be horrible if he betrays Jack!” 

Read No. 1 Supreme Warrior Chapter 3870 

No. 1 Supreme Warrior Chapter 3870-It had to be said that Marth was just 
much smarter than Lourain. 

Marth’s words sounded completely right. Jack was not someone without a 
backbone. No matter what Jack did, he made his own decisions. 

Jack did not need a strategist at all. He had already gone very far just relying 
on himself. Furthermore, Lionel had just suddenly jumped out and said that he 
would be Jack’s strategist. He was definitely intelligent, but no one could be 
sure of his intentions. 

If he became Jack’s follower and worked with Jack’s enemies in secret, then it 
would just be inviting a wolf into Jack’s home. 

Just thinking about it caused Lourain to shudder. Those that were intelligent 
but scheming like Lionel were useful, but there were definitely places where 
they needed to be dealt with carefully. 

With Jack’s personality, he would definitely not want someone like that by his 
side. That was because someone like that was just a ticking time bomb. After 
thinking about it, Lourain made the decision. 

He scoffed and looked at Lionel, “Sorry, he does not need a strategist! He’s 
relied on himself all this time.” 

The moment that was said, Lionel was taken aback again. 

He had thought that he performed brilliantly enough to attract Lane’s attention 
and stun the other two. He never expected the two of them to be so jealous, 
even making decisions for Lane. 



Lionel took a deep breath. There was a cold glint in his eyes. He would not 
give up on Lane. As for the two of them, he would need to find a chance to get 
rid of them! Lionel’s lips twitched as he turned to look at everyone else. 

He said coldly, “Everyone saw what happened just now. You say that Lane 
doesn’t need a strategist. Do you know what he thinks? Why are you making 
decisions for him?” 

The threat in Lionel’s voice was evident. Anyone with a bit of a brain could tell 
that he was telling Lourain that everyone had seen what had happened. 

He just needed to push a little, and Lane would end up hearing everything. 
Then, their actions would be exposed. On top of that, Lourain seemed to 
sound like he was making a decision earlier. 

Lionel deliberately caused everyone to think that Lourain was making Lane’s 
decisions! 

Lourain’s lips twitched as he started to get angry! 

At that moment, Nalym suddenly stepped forward, “No wonder you spoke to 
me in that tone earlier? So you’re one of Lane’s dogs!” 

Lourain’s face darkened when he heard that. He was just too hot-tempered 
and would get angry at just a few words. He had just been about to curse at 
Nalym when he was stopped by Marth. 

Marth reached out and pulled Lourain behind him. Even though the two of 
them did not like each other, they were in the same boat at that moment. He 
would not let Lourain get led around like that. 

Marth raised an eyebrow as he walked over. 

He walked right to Nalym, “You’re the last person with the right to say that! Do 
you know why?” 

The moment that was said, everyone around them started to laugh. 

Marth’s words were right on the mark. Nalym was clearly the most loyal dog 
there and even refused to just accept that he was a dog, throwing his weight 
everywhere. 

 


